Global Spy
Problem
Cryptocurrency hype continues booming with cryptocurrency businesses, new currencies
and initial coin offers growing exponentially. The subsequent speed how all this takes place
makes it almost impossible for investors to analyse and understand the underlying case: is
there an existing company with a management team working for honest purposes? Once
these details are well understood by the investor, an investment decision through a
comparision of investment opportunities can be made. Thorough research of global
business has always been the most important incredient of success. The tools to analyse
and investigate background of persons or companies are not well known. In addition, if they
are known they are expensive and they differ from country to country. In general, investors
do not have the capacity to conduct detailed and time consuming research. The number of
scammers and thieves in the cryptocurrency business makes it very diffcult to fnd safe
and proftable investments.

Solution
Global Spy offers solutions based on crypto currencies and provides the clients with the
right level of information on the chosen currency, the initial coin offers or pre-sales. Global
Spy offers services starting from the simple Quick Service up to large-scale investigations
made by our staff members and based on personal contacts, inquiries and visits. Similarly,
we carry out investigations on any business activity using our existing methods and tools,
therefore the subject of our assessment is not limited to cryptocurrencies. Forward looking
the only payment method we will accept is Spy-tokens. A novelty is the fact that a
customer who has received the results of an investigation will fnancially, and automatically,
beneft from the research requested later on by other customers. This type of service is
unique in the markets. Compared to similar services currently available on the markets, we
can carry out more thorough and faster research of the investigation subjects relying on
our experienced investigators and the best tools currently available. Thanks to our toolkits
and access rights to many information and data registers we can already today assess for
example the business history of companies and their managers, credit information on
individuals, their ownership or business links to companies, the owners of internet domains
or even which car they have registered under their own or company names. In the end, if
the data available does not provide a suffcient level of clarity we may also visit the subjects
of our investigations in order to obtain the necessary assurances.
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Why to invest?
Global Spy is building a robust investigation platform with completely different approach.
Our platform gives you an opportunity to sell your investigation report and earn beneft
from information you bought. Our experienced team with long history of investigations can
offer reliable reports from companies, ICOs, team members or products for investors to
individual person reports to bank industry, exchanges, internet casinos etc.

ICO Verifiction Progrcm
ICO verifcation program is one our upcoming product releases to our platform. eerifcation
consist on investigation and complete protection for investors in case where ICO is changed
negatively after investigation.

Robotiis
After investigation ICO will be on constant monitoring by our robots. For example if
whitepaper is changed, our team will be notifed immediately. We will contact responsive
team members if necessary and ask for reason to change whitepaper.
If reasons are good and investors rights are unchanged, our verifcation status continues
clear. Other cases verifcation status will be immediately suspended and investors that are
using our browser extension are notifed.

Browser extension for investors
We will provide browser extension, that verifes the site against our ICO eerifcation
Program database. Browser extension is provided for free to all investors.
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